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1 Introduction

The goal of a programming language is to make it easier to build software. A programming
language can help make software flexible, correct, and efficient. How good are today’s
languages and what hope is there for better languages in the future?

Many programming languages are in use today, and new languages are designed every
year; however, the quest for a language that fits all software projects has so far come up
short. Each language has its strengths and weaknesses, and offers ways of dealing with some
of the issues that confront software development today. The purpose of this chapter is to
highlight and discuss some of those issues, to give examples from languages in which the
issues are addressed well, and to point to ongoing research that may improve the state of
the art. It is not our intention to give a history of programming languages [42, 10].

We will focus on flexibility, correctness, and efficiency. While these issues are not com-
pletely orthogonal or comprehensive, they will serve as a way of structuring the discussion.
We will view a programming language as more than just the programs one can write; it
will also include the implementation, the programming environment, various programming
tools, and any software libraries. It is the combination of all these things that makes a
programming language a powerful means for building software.

Two particular ideas are used for many purposes in programming languages: compilers
and type systems. Traditionally, the purpose of a compiler is to translate a program to
executable machine code, and the purpose of a type system is to check that all values in a
program are used correctly. Today, compilers and type systems serve more needs than ever,
as we will discuss along the way.

2 Flexibility

We say that software is flexible when it can run on a variety of platforms and is easy to
understand, modify, and extend. Software flexibility is to a large extent achieved by good
program structure. A programming language can help with the structuring of programs
by offering language constructs for making the program structure explicit. Many such lan-
guage constructs have been designed, and some of them will be highlighted in the following
discussion of several aspects of software flexibility.
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2.1 Platform Independence

Goal: Write once, run everywhere.

The C programming language [27] was invented in the 1970s. Over the years, it became
the “gold standard” for platform independence: most general-purpose processors, supercom-
puters, etc. have their own C compiler, which, in principle, enables any C program to run on
any such computer. This is much more flexible than rewriting every program from scratch,
perhaps in machine code, for each new computer architecture.

In practice, most C programs will have some aspects that tie them closely to a particular
architecture. Programmers are well aware of this and tend to design their programs such
that porting software from one computer to the next entails minimal changes to the C source
code. The main challenges to porting software lie partly in finding out the places in the C
program where changes have to be made, and partly in understanding the differences between
the two architectures in question.

In the 1990s, the Java programming language [23] popularized the use of virtual machines.
Virtual machines increase platform independence by being an intermediate layer between
high-level languages such as Java, and low-level languages such as machine code. A Java
compiler will translate a Java program to virtual machine code, which the virtual machine
executes. Each kind of computer will have its own implementation of the virtual machine,
much like it will have its own C compiler. The virtual machine offers capabilities such as
event handling in a platform-independent way, which in C would be platform dependent.
This is a step towards the ultimate goal of “write once, run everywhere.” Intuitively, we
have a spectrum

machine code C virtual machine code
—————————————————————————————–→
platform dependent platform independent

Virtual machines such as those for Java and the .NET Common Language Runtime [30] are
slowly replacing C as “portable assembly code,” that is, the preferred target for compiling
languages such as Java and C# [29]. Some virtual machines work in part by translating
virtual machine code to C.

Platform independence is particularly important for mobile code that can move from one
computer to another while it is executing. If the computers all run the same kind of virtual
machine, then such movement is greatly simplified.

Platform independence via virtual machines comes with a price: it is more difficult to
execute virtual machine code efficiently than it is to execute C code efficiently. Efficient
implementation of virtual machines remains an active research area [2].

2.2 Abstraction

Goal: Never duplicate code.

When a programmer faces a programming task, it is tempting to program the needed
functionality from scratch. It gives complete control over the code and minimizes the amount
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of attention that needs to be paid to other code. But it also runs the risk of duplicating
work already done by another programmer.

A better scenario for the programmer would be to come across some portion of an already
written program that does almost exactly the same as what needs to be programmed. The
programmer can now copy and paste the code and perhaps customize it to fit the particular
situation. This increases the amount of reading of code by the programmer, but greatly
decreases the amount of writing of code. Thus, the programmer is likely to finish the job in
less time. However, the copied code may have a problem or defect, and if the original code
gets fixed some day, the copy will stay the same. In other words, improvements cannot be
done once and for all. The problem is that the code “lives” in several duplicates.

A vastly superior technique is to use abstraction to isolate and harness a piece of code that
is useful in many scenarios. A popular abstraction mechanism is that of procedures which
allow a code sequence to be called from many places. For example, suppose we have written
code for sorting a list of data. In a language like C, we can abstract it into a procedure

void sort(int a[ ], int n) { . . . }

which sorts the argument array a from positions 1 to n, whenever it is called. The devices
of passing arguments and possibly returning results increase the usefulness of procedures as
an abstraction mechanism.

An additional advantage of a procedure is that it creates a natural interface between
the user and the implementer of the procedure. The implementer is free to change the
implementation of the procedure as long as the new implementation has the same behavior.
Thus, if the current implementation has a problem, then it can be fixed once and for all, to
the benefit of all call sites.

Another abstraction mechanism is that of data abstraction, for example in the form of
classes and objects. The idea is to let the programmer define a new data type with a well-
defined set of operations and a hidden representation. Such a data type can be used in many
places without duplication of code. Similar to the case of procedures, one can change the
representation of a data type without affecting the clients.

Constructs for procedural and data abstraction are an integral part of object-oriented
languages such as Java and C++. The highly successful and widely-used libraries that come
with these languages were to a large extent enabled by these abstraction mechanisms.

The use of abstractions, particularly in libraries, switches some of the work of a pro-
grammer from writing to reading code. If a good abstraction can be located, perhaps the
programmer needs to do little more than use it. The better the documentation, the more
likely the programmer is to find something useful in a library.

Programmers continue to develop useful abstractions that cannot be easily expressed with
the abstraction mechanisms of today’s programming languages. Instead they are expressed
and documented more informally, for example, in the form of design patterns [21]. As a
result, the code for a design pattern is often duplicated to each place it is used. Developing
new abstraction mechanisms that can capture some of the growing list of design patterns
remains an active research area [8, 13].
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2.3 Code Management

Goal: Separation of concerns.

A large program tends to have other big features than many lines of code. It may have a
large state space, represented by many variables, and it may have several rather independent
subtasks that are handled by quite separate parts of the code. A programmer will manage the
code complexity by trying to keep separate things separate. For example, a classical system
design is to have three layers: a user interface, the business logic, and a database. If the code
for each of the layers is kept separate and has minimal and well-defined interaction with the
other layers, then the overall system will be easier to build, understand, and maintain.

A programming language can help enforce separation of concerns by offering ways of
creating separate name spaces. For that purpose, Java has packages, ML [32] has modules,
and C++ has so-called namespaces. In each case, the idea is, for example, to enable the
name space of the user interface to be separate from that of the database. The advantage is
that the programmer of the user interface will not accidentally or purposefully manipulate
the internals of the database. Furthermore, the programmer of the database can choose
names of variables, procedures, etc without worrying about clashes with names used in the
user interface code.

Good constructs for code management greatly enhance software engineering by teams of
programmers where each programmer is responsible for a module. As long as the interfaces
between the modules are well defined, each programmer can work independently.

Java packages are a simple mechanism for separation of concerns. Each package has a
name and a separate name space, and it can access names from other packages only by
explicitly importing them. For example, in Java, if we write

import java.util.*;

then we get access to all classes and interfaces defined in the package java.util.
The import statements make explicit the relationships with other modules and therefore

avoid name clashes. The collection of Java classes is flat and unstructured; a Java package
cannot be nested in another package. Moreover, a Java package is not a value; it cannot be
stored in a variable, passed as an argument, or returned as a result.

In ML, a module is a first-class entity which can be stored and passed around in much
the same way as a basic value such as an integer. There is a layering, though: functions
that take modules as arguments are functors, not functions. So, functors are functions from
modules to modules, while normal functions are functions from normal values to values.

ML modules and functors blend mechanisms for abstraction and for separation of con-
cerns. Further blending of modules with mechanisms of object-oriented programming re-
mains an active research area [20].

2.4 Concurrency Control

Goal: Control access to shared resources.
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At the hardware level, synchronization of concurrent processes can be supported in a
variety of ways. For example, there can be an atomic test-and-set operation that allows
a shared register to be simultaneously read and written. Another example is an atomic
operation for swapping the contents of two registers. Such operations enable a register to be
a lock for a shared resource. With either of the two mentioned operations, one can ask for the
lock, and possibly get it, in one computation step. If it had happened in two computation
steps, then it is possible that two different concurrent processes simultaneously would ask
for the lock, both find that the lock is not currently held, and then both processes take the
lock. This would be a programming error.

Representing and operating on locks with atomic operations is fairly cumbersome and
highly machine dependent. Programming languages tend to provide more convenient con-
structs for concurrency control. Those constructs can often be easily implemented using
test-and-set, etc. A classical example is that of a semaphore [19], which is a data structure
with just two operations: wait and signal. We can think of a semaphore as an abstraction of
a lock. When a process wants access to a shared resource, it issues a wait to the semaphore
that guards the resource. If no other process is currently accessing the resource, then the
process is granted access right away and is now holding the lock. When the process is done
with the access, it issues a signal to the semaphore, thereby releasing the lock. If the wait
is issued while another process holds the lock, then the process will wait until the lock is
released. In general, the semaphore may have a queue of processes waiting to access the
shared resource.

A different construct for concurrency control is that of monitors [24]. A monitor is a data
structure where we can think of all the operators as being guarded by a single semaphore.
Whenever an operator is called, a wait to the semaphore is automatically issued, and when
an operation is about to return, a signal is issued. The effect is that the data structure is
accessed by at most one concurrent process at a time.

In Java, any variable can be used as a lock, and any block of code can be guarded by a
lock. For example, we can write

synchronized(lock){ balance = balance + x; }.

Here we can think of lock as a semaphore on which a wait is automatically issued on entry
to the guarded block of code, and on which a signal is automatically issued on exit. If every
method of a class is guarded by synchronized on the same lock, then each object of that
class is effectively a monitor.

Much research has gone into finding efficient implementations of the various constructs
for concurrency control [5]. A radical idea is to let a compiler prove that a certain lock can
be held by at most one process at a time. In such a case, the lock is unnecessary and the
calls to be operations on it can be eliminated [1].

3 Correctness

We say that software is correct when it does what it is supposed to do. Most software has
complex behavior and one can rarely get a waterproof guarantee that software is fully correct.
However, a programming language can help establish partial correctness by offering ways of
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specifying and checking key properties. A variety of approaches to software verification and
validation have been devised, and some of them will be highlighted in the following discussion
of several aspects of software correctness.

3.1 Memory Safety

Goal: Avoid jumps to data addresses and data manipulation of code addresses.

One of the most dreaded software errors is reported at run time as something like “il-
legal address—core dump.” Such errors preclude graceful recovery and continuation of the
computation, and they can be difficult to troubleshoot. They typically arise from careless
manipulation of memory addresses which can look innocent in a machine code program. For
example, a program may by mistake jump to a data address, or it may add a number to a
code address and thereby get an illegal jump target. The idea of memory safety is to avoid
all such errors.

For a given machine code program, it can be difficult to determine whether it is memory
safe. Extensive software testing can increase confidence in memory safety, but, as always,
testing can only show the presence of bugs, not prove the absence of bugs.

In high-level languages, such as Java, ML, and Scheme [15], memory safety is guaranteed
via a type system. In these languages, data and code addresses are not manipulated directly;
rather, the programmer works with convenient abstractions such as objects and functions.
The type system enforces that those abstractions are used correctly. From the programmer’s
point of view, data and code manipulation errors no longer manifest themselves as core
dumps at the hardware level; instead they show up as type errors that are reported in a
more intelligible way by the run-time system of the language. For example, in Scheme, each
data value is tagged with information about its type. The tag can be “integer,” “procedure,”
“heap address,” etc. Whenever a value is used, the run-time system checks whether the value
is of the appropriate type. The run-time system will allow a number to be added to another
number, but will disallow a number to be added to a procedure. A type error in Scheme will
terminate the execution, but in a graceful way. An alternative is that the run-time system
throws a type exception which can then, perhaps, be caught by an exception handler and
thereby allow the computation to continue.

The Scheme style of type checking is known as dynamic type checking because it takes
place at run time. It comes with an overhead in time and space because each value must
be tagged and because the tags must be checked each time values are used. In contrast,
ML has entirely static type checking. The idea is that before the program is run, a type
checker will determine whether all data manipulation and procedure calls will operate on
values of the correct types. If not, then the program is not executed at all. While this may
seem restrictive, it has the benefit of saving time and space at run time, and of enforcing
the program abstractions in a static way, that is, reporting problems early—even before
running the program. Static type checking takes time itself, but is typically done along
with compilation of the program and tends to take less time that the rest of the compilation
process. Static type checking is a win-win technology: (1) problems are caught early, making
it possible to complete software testing faster, and (2) it comes with no overhead for the
running program.
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In an object-oriented language such as Java, a data type can be a subtype of another
type. For example, Plane and Helicopter can be two subtypes of Aircraft. The idea is that
every Plane is an Aircraft, but not vice versa. If we have a variable of type Aircraft, the
actual object residing in the variable may be a Plane or a Helicopter. Since the type system
does not know which one, it would be a type error to do a Plane-specific operation on the
variable. This is where type casts come in: we can cast the variable to be a Plane before
operating on it. If the variable actually contains a Plane object, then all is well; otherwise
a type cast exception is thrown. If the exception is not caught, then the effect is the same
as a dynamic type error in Scheme.

The quest of type systems research is to strike a balance between expressiveness, that is,
the number of programs that can be type checked, and efficiency, that is, the time it takes
to do the type checking. One of the current active research areas is to combine static type
systems for object-oriented languages with a notion of generic types [11].

3.2 Proof

Goal: A guarantee that the program meets the specification.

Mathematical proofs of program properties are based on a formal description of program
behavior. A description of program behavior is also known as the semantics of a programming
language. There are several approaches to formal semantics. Operational semantics [40]
models a computation as a step-by-step process in which commands are executed one after
the other. The execution process is modeled on a mathematical, high-level representation of
the bits and bytes in an actual computer. Denotational semantics [34] formalizes a program
as simply its input-output behavior, that is, in the simplest case, how it maps an initial state
to a final state. Axiomatic semantics [25] specifies relationships between program states, such
as if a predicate is true of a state, then after executing a command, a somewhat different
predicate is true of the next state. Once a formal semantics is in place, we have a foundation
for mathematical reasoning about programs. The properties we want to prove must also be
stated formally.

In general, proving that a program has a property can be difficult. The ultimate goal of
proving that a program meets its entire specification remains elusive and is getting increas-
ingly problematic as software grows in size and complexity. One kind of program has received
particular attention when it comes to proving correctness: compilers. The motivation is that
compilers are an important part of today’s computational infrastructure; if the compiler is
not working correctly, then all bets are off. Moreover, many aspects of compilers are well
understood which increases the chance that good proof techniques can be found [17]. One
aspect of compiler correctness can be stated as follows:

If a program p is compiled to code c, and evaluating p gives result r, then evalu-
ating c gives a result which is a machine representation of r.

Notice that the semantics of both the source language and the target language play a crucial
role in the statement of compiler correctness.

One of the goals of modern programming language design is to ensure that all programs
in the language have a certain correctness property. One example is type soundness [31],
which states:
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Well-typed programs cannot go wrong.

Here, “well-typed” simply means that the program type checks, and “go wrong” is, intu-
itively, an abstraction of the error “illegal address—core dump” that one can encounter at
the hardware level. The standard way of proving type soundness is to first prove two lemmas
[37, 43]:

Preservation: If a well-typed program state takes a step, then the new program
state is also well typed.

Progress: A well-typed program state is either done with its computation, or it
can take a step.

The Preservation lemma says that if we have type checked a program, then during the
computation, all reachable program states will also type check. The Progress lemma says
that if we have reached a program state that type checks, then we cannot go wrong in the
next step of computation. Together, the two lemmas are sufficient to prove type soundness:
when we have type checked a program, Preservation ensures that we will only reach typable
program states, and Progress ensures that in those states, the computation cannot go wrong.

The field of program synthesis [7] is concerned with generating programs from specifica-
tions. This obviates the need for proofs altogether; if we can prove the correctness of the
program generator, of course!

An active research area is that of proving the correctness of optimizing compilers [28].
Some optimizations radically change the code and remain a challenge to prove correct.

3.3 Certification

Goal: Verify a certificate before executing the program.

Clicking on a link may lead to the downloading and execution of Java bytecode. In
addition, the bytecodes will be verified before execution, giving the same kind of guarantee
as we get from type checking source code. This can be done easily because Java bytecode
contains type information that guides the verifier. We can view this extra type information
as a certificate which is checked by the bytecode verifier. If the raw bytecode does not
match the certificate, then the bytecode will not be executed. The combination of code and
certificate achieves a level of tamperproofing: one can try to tamper with either the code,
the certificate, or both, but if the end result does not verify, then it will not be executed. In
Java, bytecode verification first and foremost guarantees memory safety. Even if an attacker
manages to change the code and the certificate in such a way that the result verifies, the code
will be memory safe. It may no longer compute factorial, but will not crash your computer!

A weakness of the Java bytecode verification model is that after the verification is done,
it may be necessary to compile the bytecode in order to achieve efficient execution. This
entails that the compiler is part of the trusted computing base: if the compiler is faulty,
then the guarantees obtained at the bytecode level are worthless. This raises the challenge
of whether we can avoid trusting the compiler and have a certificate for machine code. The
idea is that, instead of downloading Java bytecodes, we would like to download machine code
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plus a certificate which can be verified before execution. The certificate will be issued by
the code producer, and there will be nothing to compile on the receiving end, thus obviating
the need for a compiler in the trusted computing base.

+ certificate+ certificate

compilecompile

download

download
Java

assemblyassembly

Java

The obvious place to put the burden of producing the certificate is with the compiler.
This leads to the concept of a certifying compiler, which not only produces memory-safe
code, but also a certificate that the code is memory safe.

One approach to low-level certified code is typed assembly language [33]. The idea is the
same as for Java bytecode: extra type annotations in the code guide the type checker, and
type checking guarantees memory safety. One of the main challenges in designing a typed
assembly language is that high-level constructs and values, such as procedures and objects,
at the assembly level are represented by a multitude of individual entities and instructions.
For example, there may be one type rule for a Java method call, but at the machine level, the
method call is represented by several instructions, each of which must type check. Another
challenge is to design a type system that will be a convenient target for the compilation of a
wide variety of source languages. The ultimate typed assembly language would enable easy
compilation of all source languages. This goal seems elusive, and it may be that in the future
there will be several competing type systems for the same assembly language.

While certified assembly code does eliminate the compiler from the trusted computing
base, it does introduce the need for having a verifier in the trusted computing base. The
good news is that a verifier tends to be much simpler than a compiler.
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If we allow certificates to be written as proofs in a full-blown logic, then the certified
code is known as proof-carrying code [36]. This is vastly more powerful and flexible than
typed assembly language, but it is also more difficult to produce the proofs. It remains an
active research area to develop industrial-strength certifying compilers that produce proof-
carrying code. Another active research area concerns producing better certified bytecode
representations of high-level programs [3].

3.4 Bug Finding

Goal: Find bugs faster than via software testing.

In most software engineering efforts, more time is spent on testing software than on
writing software. The goal of software testing is to find as many bugs as possible. It is widely
believed that no large piece of software can be bug free, even after extensive testing. Part
of the testing process can be automated, but testing remains labor intensive and therefore
costly. It is particularly time consuming to invent test cases and to figure out what the
correct output should be.

Modern programming languages help with bug finding, even without running the pro-
gram. Structured programming, variables instead of registers, static type checking, auto-
matic memory management, and certifying compilers all contribute to lowering the number
of bugs. Still, a program can contain errors in the program logic that won’t be caught by,
say, the Java type system.

The idea of model checking [14] is to try to find bugs in a model, that is, an abstraction
of the program. If the model faithfully preserves some aspects of the program and eliminates
others, then it will preserve some bugs and eliminate others. Thus, if we can find bugs in
the model, then those bugs will likely correspond to bugs in the program. Creating good
models is difficult. On one hand, we want small models that will make powerful bug finding
algorithms feasible, and on the other hand, we want models that are large enough to contain
at least some of the bugs.

For example, suppose we have a program and want to check whether all read operations
on a file only happen after the file has been opened. We can create a model which eliminates
all operations on data other than files, and which for every conditional statement embodies
the abstraction that both branches are executable. This abstraction may well eliminate some
bugs in the part of the code that is not concerned with files. However, if we find a read on
a file without a preceding open operation, then chances are that we have identified a bug in
the original program.

A model checking problem has two components: the model and the property we want
to check. To enable flexible bug finding, we want to have a property language in which
we can express a variety of properties to be checked. Otherwise, we would need a separate
model checking algorithm for every property. One of the popular approaches to designing
a property language is to base it on regular expressions. For example, we might choose the
alphabet {open, read, write, close}, and check the property:

open · read∗

We can understand the property as stating that a file must be opened exactly once, and only
after that can it be read any number of times. A somewhat different property could be:
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open · ( read | write )∗ · close

The same general model checking algorithm would handle both properties and possibly report
bugs.

While it is easiest to build the model independently of the desired property, it can lead
to faster model checking if the model is property driven. For example, the first property
above has no need for a model with write and close operations.

Model checking has been immensely successful at bug finding for hardware. Software
model checking has turned out to be more difficult and remains an active research area
[16, 6].

4 Efficiency

We say that software is efficient when it can do its job using the available resources. A
variety of resources can be available to software, including time, space, power, databases,
and networks. When resources are constrained, a programming language can help with using
them judiciously by offering resource-aware language constructs and compilers. A variety of
approaches to resource awareness have been devised, and some of them will be highlighted
in the following discussion of several aspects of efficiency.

4.1 Execution Time

Goal: Complete the task faster.

For desktop computing, users want spreadsheets that update the fields quickly after
changes, they want internet searches to complete quickly, they want games with fancy graph-
ics and computer players that move quickly, and so on. High speed is in practice achieved
by a combination of good algorithms, careful coding, good compilers, etc.

A good programming language can contribute to fast execution time in at least two
ways. First, the language can make it easier to express efficient algorithms. For example,
a recursive algorithm such as quicksort is easier to express in a language such as C than
in assembly language because recursion is supported in C. Second, the compiler can have
a major impact by doing good instruction selection, register allocation, etc. The difference
between a simple compiler and a highly optimizing compiler can be several factors when
measuring execution speed.

The traditional role of a compiler is to do its job “way ahead of time” (WAOT), that
is, before the compiled code is run. A WAOT compiler can take as long time as it likes, as
long as it generates efficient code. Usually, a highly-optimizing compiler has the following
structure:
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source intermediate assembly

optimizations

language representation language

Each optimization step may use a static analysis that determines useful facts about the
program. For example, a static analysis in a Java compiler may determine that certain call
sites can be inlined, and the optimizer may then go ahead and inline the calls. In more
detail, consider a Java call site x.m() where x is variable and m is a method name. From the
syntax alone, we cannot determine which method will be called. However, a static analysis
might determine that only objects of class C will be assigned to x, so only the m method in
C can be called, and therefore we can inline it [22].

In Java, classes can be loaded and used while a program is running. If we want newly
loaded code to execute fast, then we need to compile “just in time” (JIT), that is, after
the code is loaded but before it is executed. A JIT compiler is executed at run time, so the
compilation time directly impacts the run time. This creates a trade off between compilation
time and run time. For example, an inlining optimization for Java may take 4 seconds to
execute on a large program and make the program execute 3 seconds faster. This is fine
for a WAOT compiler. In a JIT compiler, we would prefer a simpler inlining optimization
that takes just 1 second to execute and makes the program execute 2 seconds faster. Each
optimization needs to “pay for itself” by creating a larger speed up than the time it takes
to do the optimization.

Some program analyses and optimizations work on a per-procedure basis. That property
make them good candidates for JIT compilers. Other program analyses are inherently whole-
program analyses. Those analyses do not work so well for languages such as Java because
the program can change after the analysis is done, due to dynamic class loading.

Some program analyses take advantage of being applied to programs that have already
been type checked. Such analyses are called type-base analyses [38] and are the topic of
much current research. Another active research area is to find fast and effective program
analyses for use in JIT compilers [18, 41].

4.2 Memory Management

Goal: Use less space.

Many efficient algorithms require the use of pointers and dynamically allocated data
structures. In languages such as C, programs manage a memory space known as the “heap”
for dynamically allocated data. A program can allocate and deallocate heap space, and it
can access and update heap objects. The “do-it-yourself” style of heap management can
lead to efficient programs but also to nasty bugs. For example, a program may reference
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a memory area after it has been deallocated, a bug known as the “dangling pointer” error.
A program might also keep allocating heap space indefinitely, a bug known as a “memory
leak.” Some of these problems can be avoided by dealing with the heap at a higher level of
abstraction and leaving the details to a memory management system. The memory manager
is a part of the run-time system which is present during the execution of a program.

For example, in Java all dynamic memory allocation is done with expressions of the form

new C()

or something similar, where C is a class name. The memory manager will allocate space
for a C object, that is, sufficient heap space for representing the fields and methods of a C
object. When the program can no longer reach the object, then the memory manager will
automatically deallocate it. The automatic deallocation, also known as garbage collection,
ensures that dangling-pointer errors cannot occur.

A type system can help the compiler when it computes how much space is needed for
the fields of an object. In Java, a field of type int takes four bytes, while a field of type
long takes eight bytes. For a language without a static type system, it may not be easy to
determine ahead of time what will be stored in a field. The usual solution is to “box” the
data in the field, that is, instead of storing the data itself in the field, the program will store
a pointer to the data. Given that all pointers have the same size, it is easy to determine the
size of each field.

A compiler can help save data space by doing a data-flow analysis to determine, for
example, whether the values stored in a field of type long really go beyond what could be
stored in a field of type int. If not, then the compiler can treat the field as if it is of type int,
and thereby save four bytes. Such an optimization is particularly important in embedded
systems where memory may be limited [4].

The use of dynamic memory allocation can make it difficult to determine an upper bound
on the need for heap space. As a consequence, some embedded software refrains entirely from
dynamic memory allocation and instead allocates all data in a global area or on a stack. Even
without dynamic memory allocation, it can be difficult to determine an upper bound on the
need for stack space [12]. In particular, recursion makes it difficult to find such upper bounds.
So, some embedded software also refrains from using recursion.

A compiler can help save stack space by inlining procedure calls. If a procedure is called
more than once, such inlining may in turn increase the code size, creating a trade off between
stack size and code size.

Current research includes developing memory managers that can allocate and deallocate
data more efficiently and with smaller overhead [9]. Another active area is the development
of methods for statically determining the need for heap space in recursive programs with
dynamic memory allocation [26]. Yet another active area is resource-aware compilation
[35, 39], where the compiler is told up front about resource constraints, such as memory limits,
and the compiler then generates code that meets the requirements, or tells the programmer
that it cannot be done.
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5 Concluding Remarks

As the need for software grows, so does the need for better programming languages. New
directions include power-aware compilers that can help save energy in embedded systems,
and XML processing languages for programming of web services.

Acknowledgments. Thanks to Mayur Naik, Vidyut Samanta, and Thomas VanDrunen
for helpful comments of a draft of the chapter.
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